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ABSTRACT: Sand fabric evolution during loading has been related in the literature to various aspects o f cyclic response, such as the
rates o f plastic strain and excess pore pressure accumulation, as well as the enhanced contraction upon load reversal following previ
ous dilative response. This paper proposes a simple way to account for these effects o f fabric evolution, by m eans o f a fabric tensor,
whose rate o f evolution has been related to the rate o f plastic volumetric strain. This tensor provides for a fabric evolution index,
which multiplies the plastic modulus o f two surface plasticity model. As formulated, this index can be incorporated into many existing
constitutive models. Comparison o f simulations, with and w ithout this index, to actual tests illustrates its contribution to realistic
modeling o f sand response.
RESUME: Dans la littérature, un rapport a été établi entre 1' évolution de la structure du sable et multiples aspets du comportement
cyclique, comme le rhythme d'accum ulation des déformations plastiques et des pressions interstitielles, et comme le retrecissement
augmenté qui est observé à 1' inversement du chargement après une phase dilatative. Pour simuler ces effets de 1' évolution de la
structure d 1 une façon simple, cet article propose un tenseur de structure, qui developpe en fonction de l ' incrément de la déformation
plastique volumetrique. Ce tenseur est utilisé pour obtenir les valeurs d 1 un indice de 1' évolution de la structure, qui multiplie le
module plastique d 'u n modèle de plasticité à deux surfaces. Cet indice est formulé d 'u n e façon permettante son introduction dans
plusieurs modèles constitutifs existants. Une comparaison des résultats expérimentaux aux simulations obtenues, sans et avec cet
indice, illustre son importance pour la simulation réaliste du comportement du sable.

1 INTRODUCTION
The term sand 'fabric' in this paper denotes the orientation o f
particle contact planes and not o f the particles themselves. This
distinction is necessary given that, while particle contacts reori
ent them selves during shearing, this does not hold for the parti
cles them selves (e.g. O da et al. 1985). A mong the various fabric
indices that have been proposed in related literature (e.g. the inter-particle orientation diagrams o f O da 1972), only fabric ten
sors have proven useful from a practical point o f view. This is
due to the fact that the microscopic issue o f fabric is being ad
dressed in a macroscopic approach.
The significance o f initial and load-evolving fabric in desig
nating sand behavior has been established by multiple laboratory
studies in the literature (e.g. A rthur et al. 1981, O da et al. 1985).
Besides its significance, fabric is a basic constitutive ingredient
merely in micromechanical models (e.g. Chang et al. 1992). In
macromechanical analytical approaches, fabric is rarely incorpo
rated and this because it leads to relatively complex constitutive
equations.
M ore specifically, initial fabric is usually reproduced by in
troducing initial translations and distortions on model surfaces or
by incorporating anisotropic moduli. While the latter is straight
forward, the former procedure is usually performed by incorpo
rating modified stress invariants. For example, Liang & Shaw
(1991) propose a modified first invariant J |' = o : c, where a is
the effective stress tensor, c is a second order fabric tensor and
symbol : denotes the trace o f the product o f the two tensors.
Similarly, N ova & Sacchi (1982) propose a modified second in
variant J2' = 1/2 s d s, where s is the deviatoric stress tensor and
d is a fourth order fabric tensor.
To incorporate fabric evolution during loading has proven
even more complex in the literature. For example, Baker & Desai (1984) propose to use jo in t stress and plastic strain invariants
for defining model surfaces, while Liang & Shaw (1991) and
Pastor (1991) propose the modification o f all three invariants by
incorporating fabric tensors o f the appropriate order.
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O f interest to this paper is incorporating the effect o f sand
fabric evolution during loading in a simple manner, i.e. without
any modifications to stress invariants. The main target is to
achieve quantitative accuracy for cyclic shearing paths, where
this effect dominates the response, as will be explained in the
following paragraph. Observe that the term 'shearing', instead o f
'loading', is used hereafter, given that the proposed formulation
has been defined and calibrated for shearing paths, i.e. paths
characterized by large variations in the deviatoric stress ratio
tensor r = s / p, where p is the mean effective stress.
The effect o f initial fabric is considered not so important in
cyclic shearing, given that successive shear cycles tend to un
dermine it. Nevertheless, this effect can also be incorporated in a
simplified m anner through the proposed formulation.

2 EFFECT OF FABRIC EVOLUTION DURING SHEARING
IN THE LABORATORY
It is well established that particle contact planes reorient them
selves during monotonic shearing and their contact normals tend
to become co-axial with the major principal stress direction (e.g.
O da et al. 1985). This holds true until peak strength at least. If
shearing is reversed at its early stages (i.e. well beyond peak
strength), unloading is generally stiff and leads to partly only re
versed fabric changes (e.g. Chen et al. 1988). This leads to stiffer
response during reloading in the original direction (e.g. A rthur et
al. 1981). In general, successive shear cycles o f relatively small
amplitude lead to a continuously stiffening unloading - reloading
response (e.g. Ladd et al. 1977). Given that the aforementioned
observations have been performed under drained conditions, one
could argue that this continuously stiffening response is due to
partly reversed density changes. However, this is not the case,
since it has also been observed in undrained shearing, at least far
from initial liquefaction (Seed & Booker 1977, Egglezos &
Bouckovalas 1999).

When the successive shear cycles are o f larger amplitude,
mostly the unloading paths become significantly com pliant (e.g.
Ladd et al. 1977). In parallel, Ishihara et al. (1975) established
that the unloading paths become compliant only when the shear
reversal occurs beyond the Phase Transformation Line (PTL),
i.e. only after dilation has occurred. The increased compliance
upon shear reversal from beyond the PTL is what triggers an in
crease in the rates o f excess pore pressure buildup and perma
nent strain accumulation near initial liquefaction and cyclic mo
bility conditions, respectively. Hence, the PTL can play the role
o f a threshold in stress space, w hich differentiates the stressstrain response. This is supported by studies o f fabric evolution,
which show significant changes during dilation (Nemat-Nasser
& Tobita 1982), that can only lead to increased compliance upon
shear reversal.

3

ANALYTICAL FORM ULATION

For the purpose o f an analytical description o f fabric evolution,
one must prescribe an elasto-plastic context as the womb. For
this purpose, the recently developed plasticity m odel o f M anzari
& Dafalias (1997) is considered. Details on the model are be
yond the scope o f this paper. It is merely noted that the model
aims at accurately predicting shearing paths (where r changes
significantly), hence model surfaces are conical with apex at the
origin o f axes. The model succeeds in simulating cyclic shearing
mainly via the kinematic hardening yield criterion and an appro
priately defined non-associated flow rule. For the purpose o f this
paper, importance lies in the form o f the yield surface and o f the
plastic strain rate dep. Specifically, the yield surface is a circular
cone described by the following yield function:
f = [(s-pa):(s-pa)]l/2-(2/3)l/2mp = 0

( 1)

where p a denotes the location o f the axis o f the cone and
(2/3)1/2mp corresponds to the cone opening. The loading direc
tion L, i.e. the gradient o f the yield function with respect to the
effective stress tensor o, is given by:
L = n + (V /3)I

(2 )

where I is the second order identity tensor, V is scalar and n is
the direction o f L in the deviatoric stress plane. N ote that n : n =
1. The plastic strain rate dEp is given by:
dep = < A > [n + (D/3)I]

(3)

w here < > are the M acauley brackets, which yield < x > = x for x
> 0 and < x > = 0 for x <, 0. Param eter D is scalar and takes
positive values when a plastic state is under the PTL, while the
opposite occurs beyond the PTL. In this way, the plastic volu
metric strain rate d e « / inherits the sign o f D, since dev,/ =
trace(dep) = <A>D. Param eter A is the scalar loading index
given by:
A = 1/Kp L : do

(4)

where do is the effective stress rate and Kp is the plastic modulus
o f the formulation. In general, the plastic modulus Kp can be
formulated as follows:
Kp = p hb hf

(5)

where hb is a dim ensionless decaying function o f "distance" from
the failure surface (bounding surface in M anzari & Dafalias
1997). Scalar hr is a dim ensionless index that incorporates the ef
fect o f fabric evolution during shearing in constitutive equations
and whose form will be presented below.
Specifically, in the definition o f scalar index hf the use o f a
macroscopic second order fabric tensor F is employed as:
1+

(HI)!

1 + (F : n)

(6 )

If this fabric tensor F is deconvoluted according to:
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(7)

F = f + ( f vol/3 ) I

w here fvol = trace(F), then Equation 6 can be rewritten in terms
o f f and fvoi according to:

hf=l +^H
(f:n )

(8)

Based on Equation 8 , when fvol increases then the value o f h r in
creases as well and leads to a smaller plastic strain rate, accord
ing to Equations 3, 4 & 5. On the contrary, when f : n increases
then the opposite is observed. In all cases, scalar hf takes merely
positive values, due to the included M acauley brackets.
Complete definition o f the fabric evolution function hf
requires a specific form for the evolution o f fabric tensor F.
Based on the above, the role o f F can be deconvoluted into the
roles o f fvol and f, which are distinctly different. Similarly, the
definition o f rates dfv0| and d f are also given a distinctly different
form. Their common ground is the correlation o f fabric evolution
to dilative or contractive behavior, which was described in para
graph 2. Specifically, both rates are related to the plastic volu
metric strain rate d£v0|p, which effectively distinguishes between
dilative or contractive behavior based on its sign.
In general form, these rates are given by:
(9a)

dfvoi = A dev0,p
df = -B < -d e „

[Cn + f ]

(9b)

where A, B and C are model parameters. A ccording to Equation
9a, fvo) develops during all paths characterized by dev0ip * 0, i.e.
fvol follows practically the w hole shear history o f the sand. This
is not the case for f, which develops only when dEv,/ < 0 due to
the M acauley brackets included in Equation 9b. In other words, f
develops only during dilation and in the opposite sense to tensor
Cn + f. Observe that, while param eters A and B control the rate
o f fV0| and f development, param eter C corresponds to the max
norm o f f. This because, with f developing as above, f = -Cn
will eventually be reached where d f = 0 until a potential shear
reversal, which would change the direction o f n.
To clarify the operation o f Equation 9 and thus o f the fabric
evolution index hr in Equation 8 , Figure lb presents a simulation
o f the undrained triaxial path in Figure la. N ote that the test data
presented in Figure l a originate from Ishihara et al. (1975). Ob
viously, the num erator o f hf changes constantly during shearing
that produces plastic strains. Hence, all along a shear path that
remains under the PTL (where d£v0|p > 0, e.g. path 1+a), fVOi and
thus the numerator o f h f increases. This trend is reversed during
shearing beyond the PTL (where d t^c/ < 0, e.g. paths an-6 , bn-8 ).
Nevertheless, the numerator never takes values less than 1, be
cause o f the included M acauley brackets.
Unlike the numerator, the denom inator o f hf does not follow
the whole shear history. For example, all along shear path 1-ra,
that remains under the PTL (where d£v0|p > 0), tensor f = 0 and
the denominator rem ains equal to 1. When the shear path contin
ues beyond the PTL (e.g. path a-^6 ), tensor f begins to develop.
Nevertheless, the value o f the denom inator remains equal to 1
during this dilative shear path, because f develops in the opposite
sense o f n and thus < f : n > = 0. The denom inator becomes
larger than 1, only after a shear reversal that follows a dilative
path (e.g. at point 6 , following path a-^6 ). The value it takes is
constant and corresponds to the value o f f developed during the
preceding path a^-6 . This value is maintained until the next shear
reversal (e.g. at point 7) or until tensor f starts developing in the
opposite sense (i.e. beyond the PTL in extension).
Although parameters A, B and C could be assumed inde
pendent for greater simulative accuracy, for practical applica
tions it was found necessary to interrelate them according to:
C = max|fvc

( 10 a)

B=A

( 10 b)
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Comparison of test data to simulations of an undrained triaxial path including shear reversals:
a) test data (from Ishihara et al. 1975),
b) simulation, which accounts for fabric evolution (hptl),
c) simulation, which ignores fabric evolution (hf=l).

In this way, the maximum value o f the denominator becomes
equal to l+m ax|fv0||2, i.e. the maximum value ever retained by
the numerator. Furthermore, Equation 10 establishes that the rate
o f change o f the numerator with respect to dev0ip is more or less
similar to the rate o f change o f the denominator with respect to
<- dCvoi^. Even more im portantly from a practical point o f view,
in this way, the introduced fabric evolution index hf necessitates
only one additional parameter.
Finally, even an effect o f initial fabric can be incorporated
with the proposed formulation. It suffices that the value o f F at
consolidation is not set to zero, but is given an appropriate initial
state value. For example, in the case o f cross anisotropy its initial
value could be characterized by F! > F 2 = F 3, where F b F 2 and F 3
are principal values.
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SIM ULATIONS OF EFFECT OF FABRIC EVOLUTION

Clearly, the importance o f including hf in model operation is not
straightforward. For this purpose, Figure lc presents another
simulation o f the shearing sequence o f Figure la , for which the
effect o f fabric evolution during shearing is neglected, i.e. h f = 1
(or A=0). By comparing the two simulations in Figures lb & lc
it is deduced that only when hf * l the constitutive model is able
to simulate the continuously stiffening response for paths under
the PTL (path 1-^a) that has been observed in the laboratory (see
paragraph 2). This is a result o f the evolving numerator o f hf,
since the denominator remains equal to 1. In such cases, the in
troduced fabric tensor F practically "expands" in the sense that
merely its first invariant fvo| increases, while its deviatoric com
ponent f remains equal to 0. In this perspective, the role o f the
introduced formulation for cyclic shearing o f small amplitude is
partly an equivalent o f an isotropically hardening cap.
As shown in Figure lb , this hardening trend is reversed only
upon unloading from points beyond the PTL, similarly to labo
ratory observations (see Figure la & paragraph 2). Furthermore,
the "longer" the path beyond the PTL the more compliant is the
simulated unloading (compare paths 6-7 and 8-9 in Figures la &
lb). By comparing the two simulations in Figures lb & lc it is
deduced, that only when hf * 1 the constitutive model can simu
late these aspects o f response upon unloading, which lead to
higher excess pore pressures and a rapid decrease o f effective
stresses. Such simulations are mainly a result o f the evolving de
nominator o f hf, where the introduced fabric tensor F is charac
terized by large variations in its deviatoric component f, which
"redirect" the fabric tensor appropriately.
Furthermore, Figure 2 presents a similar comparison o f two
simulations to test data from a typical undrained triaxial test,
where the shearing extends to both the compression and the ex
tension side (2-way shearing). N ote that Figures 2a, 2c & 2e
compare the pertinent effective stress paths, while Figures 2 b, 2 d
& 2 f compare their respective stress-strain relations. Further
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more, note that the data o f the triaxial test presented in Figures
2a & 2b originate from Arulmoli et al. (1992). To obtain a fair
comparison, the plastic modulus Kp in the simulation o f Figures
2e & 2 f (where h p l , or A=0) was scaled up in order to attain the
same excess pore pressure Au after the first shear cycle in both
simulations. N ote how accounting for fabric evolution leads to
the initially decreasing and eventually increasing rate o f excess
pore pressure build up that characterizes sand response (see Fig
ure 2a, Seed & Booker 1977, Egglezos & Bouckovalas 1999).
Furthermore, observe that only by incorporating fabric evolution
the model simulates the characteristic compliant unloading paths
that lead to values o f p near zero (initial liquefaction).
The same comparison in terms o f the stress-strain relation is
performed in Figures 2b, 2d & 2f. Similar observations can be
drawn, which underline the importance o f accounting for fabric
evolution for realistic simulations. For example, the simulation
with h f = 1 underestimates the effect o f shearing the soil in ex
tension and thus leads to rapid axial strain accumulation, which
is not commonly observed in 2 -way shearing tests in the labora
tory (for example see Figure 2b).
N ote that all simulations with hf*l were performed with a
fixed value o f A = 8500. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning
that the form o f hf presented herein is practically a generalization
o f a similar, but more simplified, fabric evolution index that was
presented by Papadimitriou et al. (1999). In that case, the em
phasis was on triaxial shearing alone and a simplified nondirectional fabric evolution index hf was used with success. In
this case, which focuses on generalized shearing directions, the
directivity o f fabric evolution is considered mandatory and is
thus incorporated through the use o f fabric tensor F. For com
pleteness it is noted, that Dafalias & M anzari (1999) proposed a
deviatoric (i.e. fTOi=0 ) fabric tensor f effect on merely the flow
rule o f Manzari & Dafalias (1997). Their approach focused
merely on accounting for enhanced contractive behavior upon
shear reversal from above the PTL. The approach in this paper
accounts for the whole shear history o f the sand, from consoli
dation up to initial liquefaction or cyclic mobility.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The second-order tensor F introduced herein is a macroscopic
constitutive element, which, in conjunction with the introduced
fabric evolution index hf that multiplies the plastic modulus Kp
o f the formulation, has been shown to provide increased accu
racy in simulations o f the cyclic shearing o f sand. It plays the
role o f both an isotropically hardening cap for relatively small
amplitude shear cycles, but also accounts for the enhanced con
tractive trend o f sand upon shear reversals following dilative
paths.
This tensor should not be considered as a direct representa
tion o f particle contact orientation.
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Figure 2. Comparison of test data to simulations of an undrained cyclic triaxial test: a & b) test data (from Arulmoii et al. 1992),
c & d) simulation, which accounts for fabric evolution ( h ^ l ) , e & f) simulation, which ignores fabric evolution (hf=l).

Nevertheless, its use via hf is practically an indirect representa
tion o f the effect o f fabric evolution on the measured response.
Finally, observe that a large number o f constitutive models
can be reformulated similarly to Equations 2 through 5. Hence,
the introduction o f a scalar fabric index hf in the plastic modulus
Kp o f a formulation presented herein is not model-specific, but
can be incorporated to many existing constitutive formulations.
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